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WEATHER ANNIVERSARIES: 
JANUARY/FEBRUARY

25 years ago, January and February 1990 were stormy cyclonic months with rain and 
wind. Among the many gales, the most newsworthy was that of 25 January, when an 
intense depression of 951 mb crossed Scotland. The associated gale over England and 
Wales was one of the severest of the twentieth century, producing widespread gusts 
of 70-90 knots in southern and western parts (93 knots at both Aberporth on Cardigan 
Bay and Gwennap Head in Cornwall, 96 knots at the top of the Post Office Tower in 
London), and resulting in 47 deaths. (The Monthly Weather Report records a gust of 
109 knots on Fair Isle on 17 January, but this lacks independent confirmation.) During an 
interval of anticyclonic southerly airflow from North Africa on 23 February temperatures 
reached 18-19°C in central and eastern England, but three days later another intense  
depression racing east across north Scotland gave gusts of 70-80 knots in the north and 
east (85 knots at Leeds). Both months were wet but February was especially so, when 
two to three times normal rainfall fell widely in central and western areas; over 750 mm 
was measured at some of the monthly rain gauges in the Western Highlands.

EDITORIAL

BY PAUL KNIGHTLEY

Last year TORRO celebrated its 40th year and this year we celebrate 40 years of this journal. 
TORRO’s founder, Prof. G. Terence Meaden, created the journal with a major aim being to  
collate and document TORRO’s research of British and Irish tornadoes and other severe 
weather phenomena - an area which was sorely lacking in the past. Fast-forward 40 years 
and this work is still going strong; indeed, it has gone from strength to strength. For example, 
TORRO has a Facebook page and some posts reach over 50,000 people - a huge asset when 
looking for reports of severe weather.

The monthly tornado reports that feature in the Journal are collated by Paul Brown. The  
annual reports that appear in the July/August editions are written and presented by TORRO 
staff. Data is diligently collected by our members and I am keen this enthusiasm continues. 
The rapid increase in the use of social media, as mentioned above, has enabled us to see and 
hear of reports quickly and also gives TORRO a channel to cast our net wide to collect further 
information on initial reports.

What kind of year will 2015 be in terms of severe weather? Well, of course, it’s too early to say. 
However, TORRO members will do their best to collect as many quality reports as possible to 
ensure a solid and detailed data set of tornadoes in Britain and Ireland continues to be held 
for the future in homes and libraries around the world. I would like to take this opportunity to 
thank all of TORRO’s staff, members, and contributors to the Journal, for their tireless work. 
Long may it continue! 
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50 years ago, January 1965 had a vigorous, and at times snowy, cyclonic spell in 
mid-month (gusts to 80 knots round the Irish Sea on the 13th; up to 15 cm of snow in 
the Midlands by the 22nd), but high pressure developed to the north of Britain in the 
last week. Then in February this blocking anticyclone (at times over 1045 mb) remained 
over or northwest of the British Isles for most of the month. Monthly mean pressure was 
above 1025 mb everywhere and exceeded 1030 mb in northwest Ireland. The northerly 
airflow from round the north of the high was not especially cold, but there was very little 
rain. Only a few places on the east coast recorded average monthly rainfall. Locally in 
eastern Scotland and northwest England, and more generally in the west Midlands, the 
monthly total was less than 10 mm, while in south Wales and southwest England (where 
the prevailing wind had the longest land track) many places had less than 5 mm and 
one or two recorded no measurable rain at all. During the only interruption to the high  
pressure, on 12-13 February, a vigorous depression passing to the north of Scotland 
gave severe gales and gusts of 80 knots in the far north.

75 years ago, January 1940 was a very cold month with north and east winds. On 
the 21st the temperature fell to -23.3°C at Rhayader in mid-Wales. On the 27-29th a  
severe glazed frost (or what the Canadians, with less verbal restraint, call an ‘ice storm’)  
affected south Wales and southern England. Fronts moving in from the southwest  
stagnated at the surface against a cold continental airflow, but moved on aloft. Rain 
falling from relatively warm air overhead, and accompanied by a fresh easterly  
surface wind, continued for up to 48 hours, totalling more than 30 mm in places, while  
surface temperatures remained between zero and -2°C. Ice accumulations of  
15-30 mm were widespread in the worst affected area (from Hampshire to Somerset 
and north to Gloucestershire), causing great inconvenience and enormous damage to 
trees and telegraph wires. Further north, where the precipitation fell as snow, depths of 
more than 30 cm were reported. When the thaw came in early February there was much  
flooding where the ground was still ice-covered because the falling rain ran straight off 
the ice without penetrating the ground. February was less cold on the whole, but included  
another spell of severe frost and snow in the middle of the month.

100 years ago, the winter of 1914/15 was the first of the notoriously wet and muddy 
winters of the Great War. January and February 1915 were both much more cyclonic 
months than usual in which the Icelandic Low was displaced southeast towards the 
British Isles (as indeed had been the case in the preceding month of December 1914). 
Early in January MSL pressure fell to 948 mb in Ireland. The greatest excesses of  
rainfall relative to average were in England and Wales, where about one and a half 
times the normal was recorded in January and twice the normal in February (the latter 
being the fourth consecutive very wet month). On 3 January there were falls of 58 mm at 
Mildenhall (Suffolk) and 50 mm at Marlborough (Wiltshire); and on 16 February 75 mm 
at Ashburton (Devon), 52 mm at Redruth (Cornwall), and 50 mm on Jersey. There was 
extensive flooding in the south. Some of January’s depressions turned southeast into 
the Continent after crossing Britain, allowing cold air behind them to invade parts of the 
country; one such low on the 22nd produced a short-lived snowfall of up to 25 cm in the 
Home Counties.

 
P. R. B.  
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THE WEATHER IN DURHAM 2014 

BY  T. P. BURT
Department of Geography

Durham University

The warmest year at Durham since records began in 1850

Like December, January was mild with temperatures well above average; mean air 
temperature, mean maximum and mean minimum were all the highest since 2008. 
It was the 20th equal warmest January since 1850. The mean minimum was the 7th 
equal highest since 1900. Whilst January rainfall in the north east of England was not  
record-breaking, nevertheless it was the 13th wettest January since 1850, the wettest 
since 2008. Curiously, the wettest day only recorded 10.4 mm and there were 24 rain 
days in all, showing the rainfall was persistent and regular, rather than a few heavy falls.  
Sunshine was exactly average, the dullest January since 2006. February was the 12th 
equal warmest since 1850 and the warmest since 2004.

The mean maximum temperature was 17th equal highest (since 1900) and the mean 
minimum was 7th equal highest (also since 1900). There were only 7 ground frosts, 
the lowest number for February since the available record began in 1961. February 
rainfall was just below average, with the wettest day (8th) only receiving 5.4 mm. It was 
the sunniest February since 2008 and the 18th sunniest on record since 1882. It was 
the 4th warmest winter since 1850, beaten only by 1989, 1998 and 2007. It was just 
warmer than 1863 which must have seemed remarkably mild at the time. Overall, it 
was the 42nd wettest winter since 1850 (n=164). Clearly, Durham was too far north to  
experience record-breaking totals; it was the wettest winter at Oxford since 1767, for 
example, a most remarkable season in the south therefore. It was the 9th sunniest winter 
on record, but only the sunniest since 2011-12, which ranks 3rd. 1999-2000 and 2006-7 
are the sunniest winters on record at Durham and it interesting that of the top ten, seven 
have been since 1988-9.

March 2014 was well above average, equal 20th warmest since 1850, quite unlike the 
very cold March of 2013. The number of ground frosts was the lowest for March since 
2007. It was a dry March, the equal 56th lowest total in 165 years of record at Durham. 
Even so, the 12-month total remained well above average. It was a reasonably sunny 
month too, but still well short of the 1894 record of 191 hours. April was another warm 
month, well above average, the 7th equal warmest April on record at Durham since 1850 
- but only the warmest April since record-breaking 2011 (mean = 11.2°C). Rainfall was 
just about average; the 6-month total has now fallen below average but the 12-month 
total remains well above. April was less sunny than March but this is not unusual  
having happened in 39 out of 131 years of record. It was only the warmest May since 
2011 but it was nevertheless considerably (more than 1°C) warmer than 2012 or 2013. 
This was the equal 19th warmest May at Durham since 1850. Of particular note, May 
had the highest mean minimum since 2003, which it equalled – these two years have the 
highest mean minimum for May at Durham since records began in 1900. The 12-month 
running mean went above 10°C for the first time since March 2012; this is the 15th  
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highest value since 1850 (n=1962) so Durham was once again in a very warm period. 
May was a wet month, well above average. It was also a dull month with only three  
quarters the normal number of hours of bright sunshine. Overall, it was the 5th equal 
warmest spring on record (with 2004); other than 1945, the warmest springs have all 
been this century: 2011, 2007 and 2003.

June was a warm month, with night-time temperatures notably above average, no doubt 
due to the cloudy conditions. It was the highest mean maximum for June since 2010 
and the highest mean minimum since 2004 (equal to 2005 and the equal 5th highest 
on record since 1900). Mean air temperature was the highest since 2006 (equal 13th 
highest since 1850). Rainfall was almost exactly average for June but it was the 12th 
dullest June since 1882, reflecting the dominant cyclonic weather conditions for much of 
the month. Maybe not as warm as last July but nevertheless this was the 9th warmest 
July on record at Durham since 1850. The mean maximum was the 16th highest since 
1900. Rainfall was just about average with only one notable daily total, 16.4 mm on the 
5th. Total sunshine was above average. All in all, a very pleasant month! August was 
by contrast disappointing, the first month since November 2013 to be below-average 
temperature. It may only have been the equal 51st coolest August since 1850 but it was 
nevertheless the coolest August in Durham since 1986. The 12-month running mean 
slipped below 10°C once more. Not surprisingly, rainfall was just above average and  
sunshine below average. Whilst the 3-month and 6-month rainfall totals are almost  
exactly average, the 12-month total remains well above average.

September was just about as warm as August. It was the 11th equal warmest 
September at Durham since 1850 although only the warmest since 2011. It was also 
a very dry month, the 23rd driest September since 1850 and the driest since 2004.  
After a very warm September, the mild weather continued with the 7th warmest October 
on record since 1850. October recorded 9th highest mean maximum (data from 1900) 
and 6th highest mean minimum, although 2001, 2005 and 2006 all had higher mean  
minima. The 12-month average was now back to 10°C again. It was the equal 49th driest  
October at Durham since 1850, the driest since 2009. Even so, hours of bright  
sunshine were again below average; this has been the case six months in the last seven. 
November was the 9th equal warmest on record. The mean maximum was the 10th 
warmest on record (since 1900) whilst the mean minimum was the 5th equal warmest on 
record (with 1951); the record breaker for mean minimum in November is 2011 (5.8°C). 
There were only 2 air frosts and 6 ground frosts. The average air temperature to the end of  
November 2014 was the 9th warmest 12-month period on record at Durham (i.e. since 
December 1850, n=1969). Other than 8 months in 2007, the only warmer 12-month 
period has been to the end of February 2012. Rainfall in November was a little above 
average and sunshine just below average. For autumn as a whole, it was the 3rd equal 
warmest on record (11.1°C). The autumn mean maximum (14.4°C) was the 4th equal 
warmest on record and the autumn mean minimum was also 4th warmest. It was a dry 
autumn, but only the driest since 2011; it was the 32nd driest autumn since 1850. Hours 
of bright sunshine were a little below average for autumn; it was the dullest autumn since 
2004.

December was another month with above-average temperature, although not nearly 
so mild as December 2013. Nevertheless it was the 39th equal warmest in 165 years. 
Both mean maximum and mean minimum were well above average. Rainfall was below  
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JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN
Mean air temperature (°C) 4.8 5.7 6.7 9.2 11.3 14.3
Difference from average 1.8 2.5 1.7 2.2 1.4 1.3

Mean maximum  
temperature (°C)

7.0 8.6 10.3 12.8 14.9 18.5

Mean minimum  
temperature (°C)

2.5 2.8 3.1 5.6 7.7 10.0

Absolute maximum  
temperature (°C)

10.1 15.9 15.2 18.4 21.7 22.2

Absolute minimum  
temperature (°C)

-1.5 -2.3 -3.3 -1.5 -1.3 6.0

Number of ground frosts 16 7 13 5 2 0

Rainfall total (mm) 91.2 38.0 29.6 49.8 87.6 55.4
Difference from average 31.8 -3.6 -21.6 2.5 35.4 3.6

Rainfall % 154 91 58 105 168 107

Highest daily rainfall (mm) 10.4 5.4 6.0 9.4 19.4 19
Number of rain days 24 15 12 12 18 10

Sunshine hours 54.1 98.4 125.6 114.8 123.9 114.5
Maximum daily sunshine 6.1 8.0 9.8 12.3 10.7 10.6

average for the third month in four and all longer-period totals fell below average. There 
were more than twice as many hours of bright sunshine than would be expected in  
December, a welcome counterpoise to the shortest days. This was the sunniest  
December at Durham since 1882 (96 hours), easily beating the previous record: 79 
hours in 1886. It has been said that Durham was the sunniest location in the country in 
December.

For the year as a whole, only August experienced below-average temperatures 
and overall 2014 was the warmest year in Durham since records began in 1850.  
Indeed, if the 2014 average temperature (10.07°C) is expressed to two decimal  
places, this was the first time that the annual average has exceeded 10°C at Durham; the 
previous records holders (2004, 2011) both averaged 9.96°C. Of the ten warmest years 
at Durham, eight have been since 2000; 1990 and 1949 are the only exceptions. The 
mean maximum temperature (13.5°C) was the 12th highest since 1900 whilst the mean  
minimum temperature (6.6°C) was the highest on record. The absolute minimum for the 
year (-3.3°C; 24th March) is the highest absolute minimum since available records begin 
in 1962. There were only 65 ground frosts, the second lowest total on record. Following 
two very wet years, 2014 was the driest since the very dry year of 2011. The annual total 
for hours of bright sunshine was below average.
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JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC YEAR
16.5 14.1 14.0 11.7 7.6 4.9 10.1 Mean air temperature (°C)

1.7 -0.6 1.3 1.9 1.9 1.0 1.5 Difference from average

21.5 18.0 18.1 14.9 10.1 7.7 13.5 Mean maximum  
temperature (°C)

11.4 10.2 9.9 8.4 5.1 2.1 6.6 Mean minimum  
temperature (°C)

27.0 22.4 22.3 19.1 15.9 13.7 27.0 Absolute maximum  
temperature (°C)

6.5 3.9 6 2.2 -0.5 -2.6 -3.3 Absolute minimum  
temperature (°C)

0 0 0 1 6 16 66 Number of ground frosts

54.4 74.2 21.2 40.6 64.0 27.0 633.0 Rainfall total (mm)
2.8 7.1 -34.4 -12.0 2.0 -30.5 -16.0 Difference from average

105 111 38 77 103 47 98 Rainfall %

18.0 17.6 7.0 6.8 16.2 5.0 19.4 Highest daily rainfall
12 14 9 9 18 12 165 Number of rain days

170.3 136.5 116.7 87.4 51.9 96.0 1290.1 Sunshine hours
10.5 8.4 12.0 6.6 5.9 6.9 12.3 Maximum daily sunshine

TORRO forum
It is now over one year since the new 
TORRO forum went online.

It is a private forum only available to  
TORRO members and individual IJMet 
subscribers. Here we discuss the  
forecasts, severe weather events and site 
investigations.

If you have not received a log on via email 
and wish to have access to our forum 
please contact:
membership@torro.org.uk
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TORRO TORNADO DIVISION REPORT:
July 2014

BY PAUL R. BROWN AND G.TERENCE MEADEN

July 2014 was a very warm month but also rather changeable with only short anticyclonic spells. 
There was one tornado this month, two waterspouts, and 24 reports of funnel clouds; there were 
also four land devils.

LD2014Jul03 Gorbals, Glasgow (55° 51’ N 4° 16’ W, NS 587642)
 The BBC (and others) showed film taken by Mr James Anderson of this urban 
land devil picking up dust in a car park in Bedford Street in the Gorbals (time not stated). 
At 1200 GMT a southwesterly airstream covered the British Isles and fronts were moving 
into the west. Sunny periods were followed by cloudy weather with rain or drizzle coming 
into the west.

FC2014Jul05 Kirkwall, Orkney Islands (c 58° 57’ N 2° 54’ W, HY 4808)
 A funnel cloud in the vicinity was reported in the 1020 GMT METAR from  
Kirkwall Airport. At 1200 GMT a complex low, 990 mb, was centred between Scotland 
and Iceland and a secondary centre of 993 mb was in the North Sea (leaving a col over 
the north of Scotland). Early rain was followed by scattered showers, mainly in the north 
and west, where some were thundery.

FC2014Jul06/I Caernarfon, Caernarvonshire (53° 08’ N 4° 16’ W, SH 4862)
 Mr Matthew Moseley photographed a vertical funnel cloud about halfway to 
ground in the morning.
 At 1200 GMT an unstable westerly airstream covered much of the British Isles 
while a trough lay over Scotland. Showers, thundery at times, affected western and 
northern areas during the day, and a few spread to the east.

WS2014Jul06 offshore Barry, Glamorgan (c 51° 23’ N 3° 18’ W, ST 1065)
 Mr Gareth Jones reported “what looked like a tornado ... rotating and  
moving along the sea”, which he saw from Barry at 0505 GMT and which lasted about 45  
minutes before moving away towards Weston-super-Mare. There was heavy rain and a 
little thunder at the time.

FC2014Jul06/II Squires Gate Airport, Blackpool, Lancashire (53° 46’ N 3° 03’ W, SD 
3131)
 A funnel cloud was reported in the 0850 GMT METAR from Squires Gate  
Airport.

FC2014Jul06/III Dundee, Angus (56° 27’ N 2° 59’ W, NO 4030)
 A photograph of this funnel cloud, taken by Mr Gair Dunlop, was published by 
Scottish Television, and also by the Dundee Courier (9 July), which added that it crossed 
the Tay to Dundee then moved into Perthshire (i.e. from about southeast to northwest), 
a narrow oblique funnel halfway to ground (time not stated).
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FC2014Jul06/IV Sutton-on-Sea, Lincolnshire (53° 18’ N 0° 17’ E, TF 5281)
 Ms Emma Search photographed this funnel cloud in its final stage, when it was 
oblique and a third of the way to the surface just off the coast, timed at 1030 GMT.

FC2014Jul08/I Jersey, Channel Islands (c 49° 13’ N 2° 12’ W)
 A distant funnel cloud was reported in the 0750 GMT METAR from Jersey  
Airport.
 At 1200 GMT a weak northerly airflow covered England and Wales on the fringe 
of a low, 1003 mb, over central Europe. Showers and thunderstorms developed in many 
areas during the day

FC2014Jul08/II Shoreham Airport, West Sussex (c 50° 50’ N 0° 18’ W, TQ 2005)
 A distant funnel cloud was reported in the 0950 GMT METAR from Shoreham 
Airport.

FC2014Jul08/III Cadwell Park, Louth, Lincolnshire (53° 19’ N 0° 04’ W, TF 2981)
 Mr Tim Kingswood photographed a small funnel cloud at 1030 GMT.

WS2014Jul08 Rhossili Bay, Glamorgan (51° 36’ N 4° 20’ W, SS 3991)
 Photographs were received via ITV News, South Wales Evening Post (8 July), 
the BBC, and from private individuals, of a funnel cloud off Llangennith on the Gower  
Peninsula, some of which showed disturbance of the sea beneath it (e.g. from Ms  
Susanne N. Neil Jones). Time was 1145 GMT or slightly later.

FC2014Jul08/IV Onchan, Isle of Man (54° 10’ N 4° 28’ W, SC 3978)
 An anonymous photograph showed a long narrow oblique funnel cloud at least 
halfway to ground, timed at 1200 GMT.

FC2014Jul08/V Stallingborough, Lincolnshire (53° 35’ N 0° 11’ W, TA 2011)
 Ms Louise Devaney sent in photographs of this funnel cloud in various stages 
of development, which at one point appears to reach halfway to ground. Time was 1415 
GMT.

FC2014Jul08/VI Kirkcambeck, Cumbria (55° 00’ N 2° 44’ W, NY 5368)
 Ms Laura Jane Murphy photographed a narrow funnel cloud between a third of 
the way and halfway to ground at about 1700 GMT.

FC2014Jul08/VII near Kirkby Stephen, Cumbria/North Yorkshire (c 54° 27’ N 2° 14’ W, 
NY 8506)
 Ms Jane Verity reported a “tornado moving westward” above Nine Standards 
(NY 8206) and Tan Hill (NY 8906) on the Yorkshire/Cumbria border at 1745 GMT.

LD2014Jul12 Walesby, Nottinghamshire (53° 13’ N 0° 59’ W, SK 6870)
 In a letter to the Nottingham Post of 15 July Ms Carolyn Wilkinson recounted 
how a ‘mini-tornado’ struck the site where her son was attending a Wolf Cubs’ camp 
‘on Saturday’. It passed through several tents, including hers, taking grass and various 
personal items up in the air in a circular motion. Time not stated.
 At 1200 GMT various fronts (some weak, some active) were moving east across 
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the British Isles in a gentle southwest to westerly airstream. Rain or showers affected 
the north and west, and scattered thunderstorms broke out in eastern England towards 
evening (the Midlands were fine for much of the day).

fc2014Jul12/I near Lenham, Kent (c 51° 14’ N 0° 42’ E, TQ 8952)
 Jonathan Crook of TORRO saw what looked like a developing funnel cloud but 
it disappeared before he had a chance to see it properly; he was in the countryside near 
Lenham (probably late afternoon). There was a thunderstorm soon after.

FC2014Jul12/II City of London, Greater London (51° 30’ N 0° 05’ W, TQ 3380)
 Mr Matt Hollins photographed a small indistinct funnel cloud above the Thames 
in central London at about 1840 GMT.

fc2014Jul13/I Stowmarket, Suffolk (52° 11’ N 1° 00’ E, TM 0558)
 Mr Thomas Page photographed what appears to be an oblique funnel cloud, 
perhaps halfway to ground (the pictures are not very clear). Time not stated.
 At 1200 GMT a cold front was moving rather slowly east over eastern England 
followed by a northwesterly airstream. There were showers in the vicinity of the front, 
which turned thundery during the afternoon.

FC2014Jul13/II Woodnesborough, Kent (51° 15’ N 1° 19’ E, TR 3156)
 Ms Donna Rowland photographed a short vertical funnel cloud at 1645 GMT.

FC2014Jul13/III Westgate on Sea, Kent (51° 23’ N 1° 20’ E, TR 3270)
 Mr Stefan Cooke photographed a long narrow vertical funnel cloud at 1415 
GMT; and Ms Emma Wilcox photographed the same from Margate. Although not far from 
the Woodnesborough sighting, the times, if correct, make them separate events.

LD2014Jul17 Netherthong, West Riding of Yorkshire (53° 35’ N 1° 48’ W, SE 138094)
 The Huddersfield Daily Examiner (17 July) published details of a land devil in a 
hayfield, which was filmed (separately) by Mr Geoff Armstrong and Mr Jake Fielder. Time 
was 1220 GMT. The location was given as Lea Lane, Netherthong. There is no Lea Lane 
in Netherthong, but there is a Broomy Lea Lane; there is, though, a Lea Lane in nearby 
Netherton (SE 124126). At 1200 GMT a high, 1024 mb, was centred in the North Sea. 
England and Wales were dry and (except on some coasts) very warm (thunderstorms 
spread into the southwest in the evening).

FC2014Jul19/I Liskeard area, Cornwall (c 50° 27’ N 4° 28’ W, SX 2564)
 An anonymous photograph showed a vertical funnel cloud about a third of the 
way to ground, seen from between Launceston and Altarnun in the direction of Liskeard, 
timed at 0930 GMT.
 At 1200 GMT a thundery low, 1007 mb, was moving slowly north over England. 
Thunderstorms and longer periods of thundery rain occurred widely.

FC2014Jul19/II Avebury, Wiltshire (51° 26’ N 1° 51’ W, SU 1070)
 Ms Emma Jones photographed a slender vertical funnel cloud nearly halfway 
to ground at 1330 GMT.
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FCs2014Jul19/III Coalville, Leicestershire (52° 43’ N 1° 23’ W, SK 4213)
 Ms Julie Cox photographed a rather wispy funnel cloud at about 1530 GMT. 
Another photograph (anonymous) showed it at least halfway to ground. Sam Jowett, 
who viewed the associated thunderstorm from two miles to the northwest, reported  
funnel clouds repeatedly reforming between 1525 and 1545 GMT.

q/tn2014Jul19 Blackbird Leys, Oxford, Oxfordshire (51° 43’ N 1° 12’ W, SP 548032)
 Reports of wind damage to trees at Blackbird Leys in Oxford during an  
afternoon hailstorm were attributed by some (e.g. Oxford Mail, 20 July) to a whirlwind, 
but after visiting the area on the 20th Jonathan Webb of TORRO concluded that there 
was insufficient evidence for such a classification. (Force possibly T1/2.)

tn2014Jul19 Steeple Claydon, Buckinghamshire (51° 56’ N 0° 59’ W, SP 695268)
 Ms Liz Ward, in Addison Road, reported a ‘whirlwind’ that lasted 5-10 minutes 
at about 1800 GMT (probably earlier); she saw a ‘grey, circular swirling cloud with a tail 
(a bit like a tadpole)’ approaching from southsouthwest, during the passage of which 
road signs and a couple of trees were blown over. Force T1.

2FC2014Jul19/IV Milton Keynes, Buckinghamshire (52° 01’ N 0° 46’ W, c SP 8537)
 Mr Miles Emmett reported two funnel clouds just west of Milton Keynes at 1730 
GMT.

FC2014Jul20 Woolaston, Gloucestershire (51° 42’ N 2° 36’ W, SO 5900)
 Mr Mark Meek reported a funnel cloud at about 1645-1700 GMT. His  
photographs show a short thick funnel nearly overhead.
 At 1200 GMT a slow-moving front lay near the east coast while a northwesterly 
airstream covered western areas ahead of a ridge coming into Ireland. Thunderstorms 
developed again in eastern England, but elsewhere there were just scattered showers.

LD?2014Jul20 Fareham, Hampshire (50° 51’ N 1° 12’ W, SU 568053)
 The News (Portsmouth) of 22 July reported that a metal garden shed and other 
garden items in St Michael’s Grove had been thrown about by a ‘freak wind’ at about 
1500 GMT.

LD2014Jul27 Cheltenham, Gloucestershire (51° 53’ N 2° 03’ W, SO 971202)
 The Gloucestershire Echo of 28 July was contacted by Ms Carolyne Claydon 
who experienced a sudden ‘tremendous gust’ of wind on the tennis courts at Balcarras 
School at about 1300 GMT on a still hot day. A large tree nearby started swirling violently 
but nothing else was affected. At 1200 GMT a weak northwesterly airstream covered 
England while a shallow trough lay over Scotland. There were showers in the north (and 
in the extreme southeast) but other areas were fine.

FC2014Jul31/I Rosemarkie, Ross and Cromarty (57° 35’ N 4° 08’ W, NH 7357)
 Mr Bob Reason photographed a long vertical funnel cloud at least halfway to 
ground at 1330 GMT, seen from Chanonry Point (NH 7455) towards Rosemarkie.
 At 1200 GMT a shallow trough lay over Scotland and a weak westerly airstream 
covered England, Wales, and Ireland. There were scattered showers and thunderstorms, 
especially over Scotland, Ireland, and central England.
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FC2014Jul31/II Norwich, Norfolk (52° 37’ N 1° 18’ E, TG 2308)
 Mr Adam Seward photographed a thick funnel cloud extending about halfway to 
ground, probably at about 1830 GMT.
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TORRO SPRING CONFERENCE 2015
The TORRO Spring conference will be held on Saturday 11 
April 2015 at the Oxford Brookes University in Oxford, United 
Kingdom.

The programme will include the annual reviews but it is still  
being finalised and will be posted up on the TORRO website 
www.torro.org.uk and the forum soon.

WEATHER IMAGES
Snow covered field near the River Weaver, Winsford, Cheshire on 28 January 2015. 
Image © Philip Carden. 

We are pleased to announce the conference will be free of charge to all. 

However, we still need to keep a registration list so please email your name through to 
the email membership@torro.org.uk
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ABSTRACT
An area of unexpectedly violent thunderstorms affected, broadly, central southern England and 
the adjoining south Midland counties overnight 13-14 June 2014, despite high surface pressure of 
around 1024 hPa. The storm system was associated with a travelling cold pool aloft and, unusually 
for a Mesoscale Convective System, developed in-situ and then moved southeastwards.  

INTRODUCTION 
Not much has appeared in literature about thunderstorms associated with cold pools 
travelling in the upper air (and over-riding a warm air mass) since Douglas (1947) where 
the analyst mentioned “Sometimes, a small, fast-moving cold pool confined to the  
upper air and undetectable on the sea level chart is associated with sporadic  
thundery outbreaks along its track. The unexpected storm over London in the evening of  
23 August 1947 provided an example of this”. Douglas added that “this small 
but remarkable cold pool moved quickly southeast”, having previously changed  
direction. Reference to damage to houses and telephone lines caused by lightning with 
mention of floods, principally in the west Middlesex (Shepherd’s Bush to Wembley) area,  
appears in reports made to the Thunderstorm Census Organisation (TCO). British  
Rainfall (1947) added that a raingauge at Sudbury, Middlesex, recorded 3.32ins  
(84.3 mm) in 90 minutes from 1630 to 1800 h. 

However, the importance of a cold pool travelling over surface air that is warm enough 
to initiate convection was well-demonstrated by Hill and Browning (1987). This  
investigation of a springtime case showed that thunderstorms had only formed 
later on 23 April and during 24 April 1984 beneath the travelling cold pool as it had 
reached sufficiently-warm conditions over Northern France; these associated storms 
‘clipped’ the Channel Islands and west Cornwall where Culdrose Airfield was struck by  
lightning (Mortimore, 1984) as the cold pool returned westwards again. Interestingly, 
both August 1947 and April 1984 were, overall, exceptionally anticyclonic months across  
Britain.

13 June 2014 was notably warm and rather ‘muggy’ over central and southeastern parts 
of England and Wales, with day maxima of 26.1°C recorded at London Heathrow Airport 
and 25.3°C at Hereford/Credenhill. Scattered heavy showers, with a risk of thunder, had 
been predicted for the evening by the Met Office at Exeter, presumably, in response to 
these high temperatures. 
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Photographs taken in central southern England by the authors of this paper show there 
was an early warning of medium-level instability taking the form of an Altocumulus  
floccus display over Oxford towards mid-morning of the 13th (see Figure 1). However, 
there was relatively little further visible indication of developments to come, even by 
mid afternoon, when the scattered Cumulus clouds were to be seen spreading-out into 
Stratocumulus cumulogenitus beneath an inversion at about 6-7,000 ft (see Figure 2). 
Observers who watch the skies could be forgiven for thinking this was going to remain, 
after all, a glorious early summer’s day in weak ridge conditions.

Figure 1. Photo of Altocumulus floccus predominating, with castellanus in the distance, taken at 
Oxford, 0815Z on 13 June 2014. Photo by Jonathan D. Webb. 

Figure 2. Cumulus spreading out into Stratocumulus cumulogenitus at 1448Z on a deceptively-fine 
afternoon on 13 June 2014, view to the east from Woodlands St Mary, West Berkshire. Photo by 
William S. Pike. 
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Figure 3. 1000-500 hPa thickness chart for 1200 Z, on 13 June 2014. Courtesy of the University of 
Wyoming, USA.

THE UPPER AIR 
The 1200 Z 1000-500 hPa thickness chart, courtesy of the University of Wyoming 
(Figure 3), shows our cold pool reaching Northern Ireland at this time, having been  
centred near 54°N, 17°W at midnight on the 13th. Figure 3 also shows the weak ridge 
which was inhibiting convection and maintaining fine conditions over southern England. 
By midnight (Z) on 13-14 June 2014, Figure 4 gives the UKMO computer analysed 1000-
500 hPa thickness chart, showing a closed circulation over the Midlands, although with 
the lowest reading plotted at Herstmonceux near the Sussex coast, we believe human 
intervention could draw the cold pool centre a little further to the southeast. Figure 5 
gives the upper air ascent for Nottingham, where the northern flank of the cold pool was 
producing easterly winds at mid levels. The profile was very moist and, if one applies 
the typical temperatures and dew points over the southern Midlands at 2100 Z (18-20°C 
and 15°C), conspicuously unstable up to 600 hPa. The profile was drier from 600 hPa 
to 300 hPa (a feature also evident at Herstmonceux – not shown) indicating potential 
instability which could be released by general ‘forced’ lifting at mid levels in the vicinity 
of the cold pool.

By 1200 Z on the 14th, the next available thickness chart shows this travelling cold pool 
still just identifiable to the southwest of Paris (with the Trappes ascent giving a light 
south-easterly thermal wind) although it was, by then, losing its identity within the upper 
trough. 
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Isolated thunderstorm near Douglas River, Northern Territory, Australia, 24 January 2015.  
© Willoughby Owen.





Figure 4. 1000-500 hPa thickness chart for midnight on 13-14 June 2014 from UKMO Exeter  
showing a cold pool over the Midlands. Crown Copyright 2014, Met Office. 

Figure 5. Upper air sounding from Nottingham for midnight 13-14 June 2014, showing very moist, 
unstable air, with an easterly wind field at mid levels, within the cold pool, up to 300 hPa. Courtesy 
of University of Wyoming. 
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Figure 6. Mesoscale surface analysis by W. S. Pike for 1800 Z on 13 June 2014, showing principal 
convergence lines and a small heat low over south-east London. Data provided by the BADC & 
Paul Brown. 

MESOSCALE SURFACE ANALYSES 
Figure 3 shows (in green dashed lines) the general surface situation being controlled 
by a large anticyclone of 1028 hPa central pressure which was intensifying and moving 
slowly northwards during the afternoon of the 13th to be centred west of Ireland near 
52°N, 12°W, with pressure 1030 hPa, by midnight on 13 June. There was a broadscale 
slack northerly drift at low levels over the British Isles but the trajectory around the ‘top’ 
of the high was fetching some quite humid air of tropical maritime origin with dew points 
typically 13-15°C across the English Midlands. 
  
In this situation, convergence lines, indicating zones of rising air, might be expected to 
form at low level, often initiated by sea breezes or proximity to any thermal depression 
(sometimes called a “heat low”). Such a feature formed later in the afternoon on 13 
June 2014 in response to the “London heat island”, over northwest Kent (see Figures 
6-7) and was still in that location up to 1900 Z. This chart also shows two principal  
convergence zones, one stretching from Anglesey to Hampshire; the other being  
driven south-westward from the North Sea as far inland as Peterborough. The forecast  
scattered heavy showers or thunderstorms were beginning to break out near these two 
convergence lines, notably to the north of Bristol - in the Gloucester area (Figure 8); 
and near to Pontefract in Yorkshire. The first sferics were recorded in these two areas at 
1915 Z and these showers were evidently being generated by developing, high based  
Cumulonimbus clouds at around 6,000ft (Figure 8) although there were also reports of 
‘mid level’ Ac castellanus (circa 8,000ft) across central south England. By mid evening 
huge Cumulus towers were observed to the east of the Brecon Beacons in south Wales, 
‘punching’ well above the patches of Stratocumulus as the capping inversion was 
breached along the western convergence zone (Davis 2014, photograph).  
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Figure 7. Mesoscale surface analysis by W. S. Pike for 1900 Z on 13 June 2014, showing principal 
convergence lines and a small heat low; details as for Figure 6.

Figure 8. High based Cumulonimbus calvus associated with developing thundery showers over 
Gloucestershire, looking northwards from Stoke Gifford (north Bristol) 1930 Z on 13 June 2014; note 
dense rain shafts in distance. Photo courtesy of Karl Northam.
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Figure 9. Mesoscale surface analysis by W. S. Pike for 2100 Z on 13 June 2014; details as for  
figure 6.

However, there was still nothing to suggest anything unusual or unexpected was  
going to happen, even by 2100 Z (Figure 9) when the shallow London heat low had  
transferred south-westwards to a position near the West Sussex coast, and a more 
prominent convergence line had moved westwards to lie from Surrey to the Nottingham 
area at this time. What was happening in effect was that the two convergence lines were 
themselves converging (i.e., moving closer together over central southern England) and 
warm low-level air was becoming de-stabilized over a wider area by (1) the low-level 
“pincer movement” and (2) upper air cooling caused by our cold pool arriving from the 
north-west. It may be noted that surface temperatures at Northolt (03672) had only fallen 
by a degree from 23°C to 22°C between 1900 and 2100 Z, indicating a good reservoir 
of warm air, as potential energy to fuel storm development, once the advection of cooler 
air and vorticity aloft (on the Nottingham ascent; Figure 5) had arrived with the cold pool. 
Local thundery showers affected South Yorkshire (reported from Barnsley, Sheffield and 
Doncaster) from 1915 to 2130 Z with a similar, briefer outbreak on the Shropshire/Wales 
border. However, the dramatic developments were occurring further south.

By 2100 Z, a line of thunderstorms was evident extending from Gloucester to 
Cirencester, Swindon and on to Wantage, with a separate storm in north Hampshire 
between Andover and Basingstoke (see satellite image in Figure 10). By 2200 Z  
further storm cells had developed rapidly just to the north of the Cirencester- 
Swindon multicell, affecting west Oxfordshire (e.g. Charlbury and Brize Norton). This was  
indicative of inter-action between the individual Cumulonimbus cells and indeed the 
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Figure 10. Infra-red satellite image, 13 June 2014, 2045 Z, Courtesy University of Dundee.

various storm cells were beginning to merge into a contiguous area of precipitation  
typical of an MCS (Mesoscale Convective System). Many who were “light sleepers” 
were awoken by thunder in the hour between 2200 and 2300 Z over central-southern  
England; it was then becoming apparent that something more widespread was brewing-up 
than had been expected in the morning forecast. Violent overhead electrical activity was  
being reported from observers in Swindon (circa 2145 Z) and Oxford (2230 Z). One  
author’s neighbour, returning to West Berkshire from Swindon soon after 2200 Z,  
remarked ‘there was lightning all over the sky’ during her 40-minute-long drive home. 
  
Figure 11 shows a mesoscale analysis for 2300 Z, by which time a small circulation 
was in evidence between the westerly wind at Odiham (03761) and the easterly wind  
reported by Northolt, this mesolow was forming at the southern end of the  
convergence line being spun westwards over the south Midlands, where a severe  
thunderstorm was being reported by Brize Norton (03649). The mesolow had formed 
over the Reading-Bracknell-Guildford area, almost certainly in association with a large 
developing Cumulonimbus cell (or cells), and precisely where the highest rainfall  
totals occurred in our Table 1 (one wonders if these storms would have made larger  
“headlines” had the Met Office Headquarters still been located at Bracknell!?). 
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Figure 11. Mesoscale surface analysis by W. S. Pike for 2300 Z on 13 June 2014; details as for 
Figure 6.

The mesolow drifted eastwards to be centred near London Heathrow Airport by  
midnight (Z), and the area of storms moved south to southeastwards over east  
Hampshire, Surrey and West Sussex (Figure 12). In addition to the rainfall readings from 
official UKMO and COL sites presented in Table 1, a private (automatic) weather station 
in Stoughton, Guildford (51.26°N, 0.60°W) recorded 54.1mm overnight, including 29mm 
in an hour from 0039 to 0139 Z.    

BRIEF DISCUSSION 
Figure 13 gives the 15-minute “UK Lightning Detection Overlay” for 2345 Z, i.e.,  
locating all detected discharges (marked with a cross) between 2330 Z and 2345 Z.  
Not all discharges were ground strikes but damage reports to properties in Oxford 
and Reading suggest that a fair proportion were cloud to ground rather than, inter  
or intra-cloud lightning. One author’s own observation (at NGR SU 340739/51.46°N, 
1.51°W in West Berkshire) was of the most severe thunderstorm occurring overhead 
from 2335-2352 Z, with several close cloud to ground discharges (within 1 km) as  
the storm moved from north to south giving bursts of very heavy rain (10 mm total  
next morning at 0900 Z). Table 1 shows the heaviest rainfall totals further to the east  
in Berkshire, and local gauge reports (Hungerford had only 3 mm) indicate Wiltshire 
was the southwestern limit of the activity, the low level air being drier over Somerset 
and the southwest peninsula, probably due to a Föhn effect at lower levels after the  
air had crossed the south Wales mountains. However, overhead thunderstorm  
activity was reported as far southwest as Bulford near Amesbury (2352-0009 Z), observer  
H. Marchant.
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Figure 12 Mesoscale surface analysis by W. S. Pike for 0000 Z on 14 June 2014; details as for 
figure 6.

Figure 13 s-UK Lightning detection overlay showing locations of discharges detected between  
2330 Z and 2345 Z on 13 June 2014. Crown Copyright 2014.
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Satellite images (Figure 10, 14 and 15) show the development of the small MCS  
(Mesoscale Convective System) over much of central southern England and the 
south Midlands, stretching as far west as Gloucestershire (we are grateful to Bernard  
Burton and Neil Lonie for these images), and forming between the convergence lines.  
Observers at Crowmarsh (Oxfordshire), Stratfield Mortimer (Berkshire) and  
Wokingham (Berkshire) reported 3.5 to 4 hours of thunderstorm activity, often vivid with 
some 10 discharges per minute at peak intensity.

Gray and Marshall (1998) identified 32 MCSs over Great Britain from 1981 to 1997; 
only six were actually initiated over the land mass of Britain. All but one moved to  
directions between northwest and northeast throughout their track (the remaining 
one only turned away southwestwards over the Celtic Sea). In this respect our June 
2014 convective system was very unusual. In contrast, the occurrence of peak MCS  
intensity overnight was not unusual; indeed Gray and Marshall identified a night-time 
peak (0000-0600 Z) and noted this could be attributable to radiative cooling of anvil tops 
maintaining instability. 13 June 2014 was an occasion when circumstantial evidence 
suggests that the noticeable persistence of thunderstorm activity after dusk (for four 
hours in places), albeit attributable to several coinciding factors, may have been assisted 
by nocturnal cooling of cloud tops, specifically the anvils. 

Figure 14. Infra-red satellite image showing the large development of Cumulonimbus clouds  
clustering over central southern England during the late evening of 13 June 2014 © Bernard Burton 
2014 (courtesy Eumetsat). 
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Figure 15.  Infra-red satellite image, 14 June 2014 0245 Z. Courtesy of University of Dundee.

Lewis and Gray (2010) presented a further investigation of UK MCS events, covering the 
period 1998 to 2008 (to complement the study of Gray and Marshall). They identified 25 
additional events of which only seven were initiated over the UK. The synoptic set ups 
were also analysed. Nineteen were associated with Spanish Plume scenarios, either the 
classical type or the ‘modified’ variety (where the upper trough to the west extends right 
down towards Iberia, often with a cut off ‘cold’ vortex). Five of the remaining six were  
associated with a set up classified as ‘European Easterly Plume’ involving a blocking 
‘high’ over Scandinavia, sometimes with shallow cold pools developing in-situ. None of 
the 25 cases involved high pressure to the west or a cold pool travelling southeastwards, 
so this unusual 2014 case indicates another potential area of research. 

The vertical wind profile at Herstmonceux at midnight on 13 June 2014 (like that at  
Nottingham in Figure 5) indicated moderate wind shear (Table 3); the surface wind 
was 040°/3 knots, that at 850 hPa 015°/9 knots, with the 500 hPa flow measured at  
270°/20 knots (just south of the cold pool centre). This environment was  
supportive of multicell Cumulonimbi, and the organization of these into an MCS 
where deep instability was simultaneously released over a substantial area (enabling  
interaction between cells).
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TABLE 1: Rainfall totals at or above 30 mm measured overnight 13-14 June; UK Met 
Office (UKMO) stations sourced via BADC, COL indicates Climatological Observers Link  
stations. Note all longitudes are degrees west.

Location Lato, Longo Rain (mm) Source
Guildford - Park Barn (Surrey) 51.23, -0.57 43.3 COL
Reading - Donnington Gardens (Berkshire) 51.44, -0.95 42.6 COL 
Wootton House (Hampshire) 51.27, -1.15 42.5 UKMO 
Cleeve Lock (Oxfordshire) 51.53, -1.13 41.5 UKMO
West Ilsley P Sta (Berkshire) 51.54, -1.34 41.1 UKMO
Bracknell - Priestwood (Berkshire) 51.42, -0.77 40.4 COL
Cranleigh S Wks (Surrey) 51.13, -0.48 40.6 UKMO
Bracknell STW (Berkshire) 51.44, -0.77 39.0 UKMO
Goring Lock (Oxfordshire) 51.52, -1.14 38.7 UKMO
Wokingham Emmbrook School - (Berkshire) 51.42, -0.85 38.2 UKMO
Guildford - NW (Surrey) 51.25, -0.60 37.8 COL
Reading - Tilehurst (Berkshire) 51.45, -1.03 36.7 COL 
Bracknell  (Berkshire) 51.40, -0.78 36.3 COL
Guildford - Central (Surrey) 51.23, -0.57 35.3 COL
Pirbright STW (Surrey) 51.28, -0.62 35.2 UKMO
Twyford - Wessex Gardens (Berkshire) 51.47, -0.86 35.0 UKMO
Sherwood Farm (Oxfordshire) 51.61, -1.16 33.4 UKMO
Reading University (Berkshire) 51.44, -0.94 32.6 COL 
Bagshot  Lutines Farm (Surrey) 51.37, -0.68 31.5 UKMO
Caversham Lock (Berkshire) 51.46, -0.96 31.1 UKMO
Bordon (Hampshire) 51.12, -0.85 31.1 UKMO
Stratfield Mortimer (Berkshire) 51.37, -1.04 30.9 UKMO
Woking - Knaphill (Surrey) 51.32, -0.62 30.8 COL
Englefield Estate (Berkshire) 51.44, -1.10 30.4 UKMO
Heath End (Surrey) 51.25, -0.78 30.0 UKMO

LIGHTNING INCIDENTS. 
The authors are also indebted to Paul Knightley whose photograph of lightning is used to 
illustrate this article (see Figure 16 and also the front cover of Int. J. Meteorol. 39, 387). 
TORRO has numerous reports of incidents and damage caused (see Table 2).
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Table 2. Lightning incidents overnight 13-14 June 2014 (sources include TORRO members forum, 
Oxford Mail, Reading Post, Oxfordshire Fire & Rescue Service)

Swindon (Wiltshire) Lightning punched a small hole in the roof of a house in  
Freshbrook, and blew out all the lighting and other electrics.

Wokingham 
(Berkshire), 2330 Z

The roof of a house in Ward Close was struck by lightning, 
starting a fire. The roof was severely damaged, with the  
gaping hole meaning the rest of the property suffered further 
fire damage plus severe water damage.

Wokingham 
(Berkshire), 0100 Z

Lightning sparked a house fire in Manor Road. The roof and 
the first floor of the house were completely destroyed. 

Calcot, 
Reading (Berkshire)

Lightning struck a house starting a fire in the loft space

Whitley, Reading
(Berkshire), 2330 Z

Lightning struck Raglan Court sheltered housing  
establishment, disabling the lifts and emergency call system.

New Town, Reading 
(Berkshire), 2230 Z

Lightning started a house fire.

Gatwick Airport 
(W Sussex)

A lightning strike caused electrical trips which resulted in  
delays to check-ins and baggage handling with a knock-on  
impact on flights.

Didcot 
(Oxfordshire)

Lightning strikes damaged signalling equipment and caused 
disruption to train services between Didcot Parkway and 
Reading.

Oxford 
(Oxfordshire)

Lightning struck an end of terrace house in New Hinksey, 
causing damage to the eaves of the roof.

Chilton 
(Oxfordshire), 2316 Z

Lightning started a fire in Town End - in bedroom of a detached 
property

Goring 
(Oxfordshire), 2331 Z

Lightning started a fire at a workshop in Gatehampton Farm.

Cassington 
(Oxfordshire)

Lightning struck and set alight a converted barn, destroying 
the store and equipment of a charcoal business.

Iver  
(Buckinghamshire) 
0146 Z

Lightning struck a pair of semi-detached houses. There was 
a fire and one property was severely damaged with the roof 
being 50 percent destroyed.

Table 3. Vertical wind profile, Herstmonceux, 0000 Z on 14 June 2014

Level Direction (deg) Speed (kn)
Surface 040 3
850 hPa 015 9
700 hPa 340 9
500 hPa 270 20
400 hPa 255 32
300 hPa 280 48
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Figure 16. Lightning seen just south of Reading, Berkshire, 2316 Z, 13 June 2014. Photo  
courtesy of Paul Knightley.

CONCLUSIONS
The subject of thunderstorms associated with travelling cold pools is worth further  
investigation as severe overnight storms over East Anglia and southeast England early 
on 28 July 2014 appear to have been similarly associated, albeit with different surface 
synoptics. Although tropical maritime air is generally stable, it may be noted that low 
level air flowing around the top of an anticyclone just to the west of these islands is  
inherently warm and moist and can quite readily become unstable if ‘over-run’ by an 
upper trough and/or cold pool. A good example occurred on 17 June 1984 when a 
ridge from the Azores high covered England and Wales. Scattered overnight thundery  
showers were followed by widespread heavy thunderstorms across central and  
southeast England from late morning. A shallow cold pool drifted east and then south-
eastwards over England (Mortimore, 1984b), although movement was slower than in the 
June 2014 case and the severest convective activity was concentrated during the hours 
of maximum daytime insolation.

It is unusual to have such a severe outbreak of late evening and overnight  
thunderstorms developing ‘in-situ’ and then moving from the northwest to southeast over 
central  south England. We find that (1) the travelling cold pool and (2) convergence of two  
convergence lines, only seen using mesoscale analysis of a succession of surface 
charts, could be held responsible; especially when engaging a tropical maritime air 
mass which had been subject to further (diurnal) warming overland. In a predominantly  
anticyclonic surface set up, it is evidently rare for a Mesoscale Convective System to 
develop and move southeastwards accompanied by an extensive, prolonged and vivid 
overnight thunderstorm episode as occurred on 13-14 June 2014.     
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TORNADOES IN GREAT BRITAIN AND 
IRELAND TO 1960:  

SUPPLEMENT 1

BY PAUL R. BROWN, G. TERENCE MEADEN  
AND MICHAEL W. ROWE

ABSTRACT: Since the completion of our series of papers listing all known historical tornadoes in 
the British Isles up to 1960 (Brown, Meaden, Rowe, 2012-2014) further research in this area has 
resulted in amendments to some records already published and the discovery of a number of new 
records. These are now presented in Table 1 (amendments) and Table 2 (new entries).

Table 1. Amendments to records previously published (as referenced herein).

Year Date Place County Grid Ref T L W Dn
1772 Feb 2 Asterton Shrops. SO~398912 T3? E?

See IJMet. v.37 p.150 (direction added)

1805 Sep 7 Rockland 
St Mary to 
Blofield

Norfolk TG3204 to 
TG340089

T3 L4/5 SSW?

See IJMet. v.38 p.17 (track information added)

1806 Aug 13 Keymer W. Sussex TQ3115 T2?

See IJMet. v.38 p.17 (date amended from Aug 20)

1810 Nov 22 Sedlescombe E. Sussex TQ7818 T0

See IJMet. v.38 p.18 (date amended from Dec 13, spelling of place name corrected)
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Year Date Place County Grid Ref T L W Dn
1811 May 25 Dudleston Shrops. SJ3437 T3 L1/2 W3/4

See IJMet. v.38 p.18 (date clarified and track length amended)

1822 Jul 18 Holme Chapel 
to Burnley

Lancs. SD8728 to 
SD8234

T3 L5 SE

See IJMet. v.38 p.19 (start point amended and track information added)

1832 Jul 12 Newport to 
Cowes

I. of Wight SZ~5089 to 
SZ~4996

L5 S

See IJMet v.38 p.21 (track information added)

1838 Jul 4 Branston to 
Barlings

Lincs. TF0267 to 
TF0774

T1 L5 W5 SSW

See IJMet v.38 p.23 (end point and track information amended)

1846 Aug 13 Ampton Suffolk TL~869711 T2/3 ~SW

See IJMet v.38 p.24 (date amended from Aug 20)

1851 Sep 4 Cork (to N) Cork W~6776 to 
W~7276

L5 W

See IJMet v.38 p.68 (grid refs. amended/added)

1854 Jul 18 Eston N. Yorks. NZ~563181 T1 L4/5 SE

See IJMet v.38 p.69 (grid ref. amended, strength and track information added)

1854 Aug 7 Birr Offaly N0604 T0

See IJMet v.38 p.69 (date amended from Aug 14)

1860 Mar 2 Tuam Galway M4352 to 
M4653

T2 L4 WSW

See IJMet v.38 p.235 (date amended from Mar 9)

1865 Aug 24 Shendish to 
Hemel  
Hempstead

Herts. TL~060040 to 
TL~036055

T2 L4 ESE

See IJMet v.38 p.72 (grid ref., end point, and track information amended)

1878 Aug 16 Gogar Midloth. NT~178710 W2

See IJMet v.38 p.111 (date amended from mid-Aug)

1879 Jun 10 Blaydon Durham NZ1762 to 
NZ1464

T0 L4 ESE

See IJMet v.38 p.111 (grid ref. amended, track information added)

1879 Jun 11 Bewdley to 
Trimpley

Worcs. SO7872 to 
SO7978

T2 L5 S

See IJMet v.38 p.276 (track information added)

1881 Aug 25 Dartmouth Devon SX8751 T2/3 L3

See IJMet v.38 p.112 (date clarified and track length added)
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Year Date Place County Grid Ref T L W Dn
1895 Nov 11 Bloxworth Dorset SY878937 to 

SY891948
T3 L3 W5 SW

See IJMet v.39 p.68 (minor amendment to end point grid ref.)

1900 May 6 Folkestone Kent TR194356 T2/3

See IJMet v.38 p.116 (location and grid ref. added, strength amended)

1912 Oct 14 Aberdeen Aberdeen NJ~9508 T0

See IJMet v.38 p.228 (minor amendment to grid ref., strength added)

1917 Aug 8 Little  
Wymondley

Herts. TL2127 T2/3

See IJMet v.38 p.230 (date clarified)

1921 Sep 14 Hopeman to 
Lossiemouth

Moray NJ1569 to 
NJ2072

T1 L5 WSW

See IJMet v.38 p.230 (date amended from mid-Sep, starting point and track information 
added)

1931 Sep 3 Southsea Hants. SZ653993 T3/4

See IJMet v.38 p.266 (strength added)

1932 Jul 26 Knockando Moray NJ191449 T0/1 NE

See IJMet v.38 p.267 (grid ref. amended, strength and direction added)

1948 Aug 17 Worcester Worcs. SO858545 T2

See IJMet v.38 p.272 (grid ref. amended, strength added)

1950 May 21 Little London 
to Puttenham

Bucks. to 
Herts.

SP869054 to 
SP883146

T4 L5 W4/5 SSW

See IJMet v.38 p.272 (end point, track information, and strength amended; remainder of 
original track assigned to separate events as below)

1950 May 21 Ledburn to 
Heath and 
Reach

Bucks. to 
Beds.

SP899215 to 
SP~934273

T5/6 L5 W4/5 SW

See IJMet v.38 p.272 (separated from original track Little London to Coveney)

1950 May 21 Lidlington Beds. SP9839

See IJMet v.38 p.272 (separated from original track Little London to Coveney)

1950 May 21 Bedford Beds. TL066479 to 
TL~086505

T3 L4 W3 SW

See IJMet v.38 p.272 (separated from original track Little London to Coveney)

1950 May 21 Wyboston Beds. TL1656 T1

See IJMet v.38 p.272 (separated from original track Little London to Coveney)

1950 May 21 Needingworth Cambs. TL3471 T0

See IJMet v.38 p.272 (separated from original track Little London to Coveney)

1950 May 21 South Fen to 
Coveney

Cambs. TL4076 to 
TL485816

T4 L5 W3 SW

See IJMet v.38 p.272 (separated from original track Little London to Coveney)
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Year Date Place County Grid Ref T L W Dn
1950 Jul 6 Newton St 

Cyres
Devon SX876975 T2/3

See IJMet v.38 p.273 (date amended from Jul 7, location and grid ref. amended, strength 
added)

1950 Aug 24 Ingleby Derbys. SK348271 T2/3 W4 ~S

See IJMet v.38 p.273 (location, strength, width, and direction added)

1954 Jun 8 Nelson to  
Barrowford

Lancs. SD852380 to 
SD859392

T1 L3 W3 SSW

See IJMet v.39 p.62 (grid ref. amended, track information and strength added)

1960 Aug 27 Southam Glos. SO9725 T2 E

See IJMet v.39 p.66 (strength and direction added)

Table 2: New records not previously published.

Year Date Place County Grid Ref T L W Dn
1759 Mar 9 Land’s End 

(near) to 
Gwinear

Cornwall SW~3425 to 
SW5937

T2/3 L7 WSW

1804 Oct 31 Ledbury Herefs. SO7037 T2/3 W4 SW

1805 Sep 12 Pembridge to 
Shobdon

Herefs. SO3858 to 
SO4061

T2/3 L4 SSW

1818 Apr 26 Lambourne 
Downs to 
Kingston Lisle

Oxon. SU~3484 to 
SU~326871

T2 L4 SSE

1842 Jun 19 Norwich Norfolk TG222088 
to TG221113

T1/2 L4 S?

1845 Jan 28 Wellingborough Northants. SP~8967 T0

1848 Jun 16 Stonton Wyville Leics. SP~735946 T1

1850 mid-Aug Dunloy Antrim D0119 T0

1855 Jul 7 Burnham-on-
Sea to (East?) 
Huntspill

Somerset ST3049 to 
ST3444?

T2 L5 NW

1859 Jul 21 St Albans to 
Redbourn 
(near)

Herts. TL1404 to 
TL~1210

T2 L5 SSE

1861 Jul 8 Grimblethorpe Lincs. TF2386 T2?

1861 Jul 13 between 
Castleton and 
Sheffield

Derbys. 
/ Yorks. 
W Riding

SK~2580 T2

1861 Jul 13 Pinxton to 
Alfreton

Derbys. SK457544 
to SK4255

T2/3 L4 ESE

1869 Aug 9 Wickenby Lincs. TF088819 T2 NW
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Year Date Place County Grid Ref T L W Dn
1872 Jul 11 Caythorpe to 

Navenby
Lincs. SK9348 to 

SK9857
T3 L5/6 SSW

1873 Jun 3 Grendon 
Underwood to 
Charndon

Bucks. SP~697213 
to SP6724

T2 L4 SE

1875 Aug 12 Holbeach Lincs. TF370249 T2

1877 Jul 14 Methven Perths. NN~9622 T1 S

1880 Jul 13 Salford Lancs. SJ828995 to 
SJ831996

T1/2 L0 WSW

1888 Nov 26 Braunton 
Burrows

Devon SS~4535 ~W

1899 Sep 4 Illogan Cornwall SW673437

1912 Jun 8 Radwinter Essex TL6037 T2/3

1914 Jul 19 Buxton Derbys. SK017670 T1/2 W4/5

1923 Aug 22 Roddlesworth 
Moor

Lancs. SD6520 T2/3

1927 early 
Aug

Berefold Aberdeen NJ972351 T1/2

1930 Jun 18 Burnley Lancs. SD854325 T1 ESE

1931 Mar 6 Inverallochy Aberdeen NK0465 T1? SE

1931 Jun 19 Wavendon Beds. SP925365 T1

1931 Dec 31 Maud Aberdeen NJ904465 T0/1

1932 Jul 11 Dodworth Yorks. 
W. Riding

SE~305060

1935 Apr 10 Bressay Shetland Is. HU~4944 T1 W5

1945 Jan 18 Ilketshall St 
Lawrence

Suffolk TM379835 T3 W

1949 Oct 20 Liverpool Lancs. SJ354882 T2

1951 Dec 27 Bedford Beds. TL043476 T2 SW?

Table 3 shows the totals of tornadoes for each month and for each T-strength over the 
whole period AD 1054 to 1960 inclusive. Those for which the strength is between two 
values, e.g. T2/3, are assigned 0.5 to each value, hence the decimals in some of the 
totals. Some tornadoes are of uncertain month or unknown strength; these are given  
respectively in the column and row labelled X. The grand total for these 907 years at 
present stands at 1261 (excluding waterspouts that are not known to have reached land). 
About half-a-dozen tornadoes of uncertain year near the end of the period have been 
included, although some of these might actually have occurred after 1960.
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Table 3. Totals of tornadoes by month and T-strength AD 1054-1960 (the column and row labelled 
X include tornadoes of unknown month or strength). 

Month
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec X All

T0 2 0 1 1 2 8.5 7 12 2 1 2 1.5 2 42
T1 2.5 4 5 7 8.5 30 33 34.5 17 8.5 8.5 3.5 8 170
T2 17 11 5 7.5 11 29.5 51 58 35 30.5 14.5 13 26 309
T3 16 8.5 4.5 3 20.5 27.5 50 36.5 27 42 17.5 15.5 9 277.5
T4 2.5 3.5 0.5 2.5 7 7.5 14.5 12 16.5 19.5 13 4.5 2 105.5
T5 0 0 1 0 3 2.5 5.5 0 1.5 5.5 0.5 2.5 1 23
T6 2 1 0.5 0 1 1.5 0 0 2 0.5 0 1.5 0 10
T7 0 0 0.5 0 0 1 1 1 1 1.5 0 1.5 0 7.5
T8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.5 0 0.5 0 2.0
T9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.5 0 0 0 0.5
X 8 6 7 6 19 23 42 55 28 31 11 12 66 314
All 50 34 25 27 72 131 204 209 130 142 67 56 114 1261
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